“Knabenphysik” :
The Birth of Quantum Mechanics
from a Postdoctoral Viewpoint

Approximately 80 authors of 200 papers produced within
1.5 years (mid 1925 - early 1927)
- the majority of contributors younger than 30 years of age;
- authored about 65 % of all papers;
- 60% of them received their Ph.D. after 1920;
- 5 out of 9 chief contributors and
- 2 out of 3 Nobel laureates
“Postdoctoral” – not yet
universal, but emerging
concept in the 1920s
Corollary for intellectual
history: one cannot
assume intellectual
independence without a
closer study

1918: the Correspondence
“Principle”
Kramers: since 1916
Bohr’s “private assistant”
- Writing up Bohr’s papers;
- mathematical calculations
for Bohr
- Joint results (Stark effect)
and the division of credit:
- Bohr – general
correspondence argument
and main conclusions;
- Kramers - explicit
calculations and proofs

1919 – Ph.D.
Starting 1920: salaried
assistant
- Taking over Bohr’s
university lectures

1922: Bohr’s Festspiel in Göttingen
-First encounter with Heisenberg and the later myth;
- disagreement between Sommerfeld and Bohr over the
“anomalous Zeeman effect” and half-integer quantum
numbers; Heisenberg on the side of Sommerfeld, his
teacher and supervisor

1923: Pauli, a “Quasi-Free” Postdoc
“I would like to have a Privatdozent, for I am too
burdened with lecturing… You have Wentzel, and
I assume that Pauli will return to you after a year.
Could you under these circumstances give up
Heisenberg and persuade him to get his
Habilitation in Göttingen? I shall, of course, make
sure that he will be well off financially.”
Born to Sommerfeld, 5 January 1923
“Freue mich sehr, dass Sie zu Bohr kommen. … Es wird Ihnen dort
besser gehen. Ich hoffe, Sie kommen in absehbarer Zeit nicht von dort
zurück, denn wenn ich mir denke, dass ich jetzt wieder nach
Deutschland sollte, so graut mir, und so wird es Ihnen nach einem
Jahr auch ergeben.”
Schrödinger to Pauli, 8 November 1922
June 1923: Paul declines Sommerfeld’s offer to habilitate in München:
“Was später geschiet, weiss ich vorläufig ebensowenig, wie ein Elektron
weiss, wohin es nach 10-8 sec springen wird”

1922-1923: Pauli’s frustrations
-Helium atom (with Born) – remains
unpublished
- anti-Heisenberg theory of the
“anomalous Zeeman effect” (with
Bohr) – remains unpublished
- the problem of “papal blessing”
(“päpstischen Segen”)
- insubordination: Pauli’s 1923 paper on the Compton effect
and light quanta
- Independent Habilitation in Hamburg
- lesson derived from failures: question the validity if visual
models: 1924 paper on the exclusion principle

1924: Rockefeller Fellowships
and the Copenhagen Putsch
Heisenberg: gradual rapprochement
with Bohr
American postdoc in Copenhagen:
Slater and BKS
“[You] succeeded at that time in silencing my scientific consciousness,
which revolted strongly against this interpretation. But this was the case
only for a short time.”
Pauli to Bohr, 2 October 1924
“I now feel less lonely than about half a year ago when (spiritually and
spatially) I found myself rather alone between the Scylla of the numbermystical Munich school and the Charybdis of the reactionary
Copenhagen Putsch, propagandized by you to fanatical excesses!”
Pauli to Kramers, 27 July 1925
Kramers-Heisenberg dispersion theory: superficial conformity with the
BKS “true faith,” but quiet desertion

1925: Umdeutung
Heisenberg’s escape to
Helgoland
Professor’s signature

Göttingen’s Quantum Mechanics
Heisenberg’s appointment as Kramers’ successor
Sommerfeld and Rockefeller fellowships
Ordinary professorship for Heisenberg

1926-27: Quantum Mechanics
Postdocs Running their own Show
Jordan and Dirac (and others) in Copenhagen
Bohr scientifically silent the whole year
Clearing House: Heisenberg and Bohr

1927-28: The Matter of Interpretation
Hund’s remark; Intellectual hierarchy
Two revolts:
Heisenberg (1927; Indeterminacy) and
Landau (1931; Field Measurement)

